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A system of linear equations is a set of two or more linear

equations. lf you graph the lines on the same coordinate plane,

you can see if any point lies on both lines. This is called solving a
system of equations graphically.

2x-3
-xt-3

2x-3

The two lines have

different slopes.
They intersect in one
point. The system of
equations has one
solution.

:-x*3

The two lines are
the same. They have
the same slope and
same y-intercept. The
system of equations
has infinitely many
solutions.

Remember-
Slope-intercept form of the
equation of a line:

'., ', ,Y*mx'+b'
The line has $lope rn and

, ,i : yrintercept (0,,b), ,

trf the equation of * line is
'nof iu slope-intercept :form,
you,ean solt-e for y tO put it
,into s.lope*i*ter*ept,{orm.

'l :: I I ,'

When you ,solve a sSrstem
of equations, you can use
altgebra: to eheek':if the
solution is eorr6ct.

, ,Check tfrat G, t):'is'the
solution,to'the' system of

eouations ft:2'x - 3

lY: -x * 3'

Sub,stitute xr= 2 and

,,' !=: lintoboth
equatiorrs.

' ' ' Y=L'x -'3'
,,: l:2{2}'* 3

,: , : I I ,1 =,4-:$':,.l : :'|:1,,,

. , .: ;, !=-x'*3,'
l:-2-13

: ,,: ,t=l ,

',The point (?, l),'makes
both,equations true, so

,, lt,Jc the solution,tCI the
, ,'sy$tenr of equations.

{=
The equations are in

slope-intercept form.

The first line has slope

2 and y-intercept
(0, -3). The second

line has slope -1 and

y-intercept (0, 3)

The lines intersect at(2, 1). That means both equations are

true when x : 2 and y: 1. The ordered pai (2, 1) is the

solution to the system of equatio * 
{, :1i; l

When you graph a system of two linear equations, there are

three possibilities:

The two lines have
the same slope, but
d if ferent y-intercepts.
They do not intersect
(parallel lines). The
system of equations
has no solution.
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of equations graphed below?

Read each problem. Circle the letter of the best

I Which describes the solution to the system

(0, 3)

(1,0)

no solution

infinitely many solutions

2 Which describes the solution to the system

of equations graPhed below?

(-1, 1 )

(.2,0)

no solution

infinitely many solutions

A

B

c

D

A

B

c

D

answer.

3 How many solutions are there to this

system of equations?

Jv: -2x * 7

It:-2x+7

Line / has slope 3 and y-intercept (0, -2).

Line m has slope 3 and y-intercept (0, 4).

How many points lie on both lines?

c2
D infinitely many

What is the solution to this system of
equations?

AO
B1

AO
B1

A (-2, -2)

B (-2,0)

c2
D infinitely many

c (0, 2)

D (2, -2)
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Read each problem. Write your answers.

5 Look at this system of equations.

jv:r-z
V:-'*2

Part A

Graph and label the system of equations

on the coordinate plane.

Part B

What is the solution to the system of
equations? Explain how you know.

7 Look at this system of equations.

I': +'- t
U:*,

Part A

Graph and label the system of equations

on the coordinate plane.

Part B

Describe the solution to this system of equations.

Explain how you found your answer.
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Read the problem. Write your answer for each part.

8 Look at this system of equations.

jr:*r-,
lu: -2x + 5

Part A

Graph and label the system of equations on the coordinate plane.

Part B

Describe the solution to this system of equations.
found your answer.

Explain how you

Part C

Use algebra to check if the solution you found satisfies both equations
in the system.

Show your work.
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